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I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
A. Date 
B. Department 
C. Course Number 
D. Course Title 
E. Course Outline Preparer( s) 

F. Department Chair 

G. Dean 

H. Vice Chancellor 

II. COURSE SPECIFICS 
A. Hours 

B. Units 
C. Prerequisites 

Corequisites 
Advisories 

D. Course Justification 

E. Field Trips 
F. Method of Grading 
G. Repeatability 

III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 

April 2014 
English as a Second Language 
ESL49 
Pronunciation 
Jana Zanetto and Lia Smitfi 

Gregory Keech ~). <L~ "==
JoarmeLO~~ "1L "" 

Susan Lamb _~~~~~~~~~_ 

Lecture: 3 weekly (52.5 total) 
Laboratory: 1 weekly (15.5 total) 
2 
Placement in ESL 120 or completion ofESL 
110 with a final grade of C or higher 
None 
None 
Practice in the sounds, stress, and intonation 
patterns of English as well as sound-spelling 
correspondences for improved 
comprehensibility, listening, and reading 
No 
Letter, PassINo Pass 
o 

Systematic practice in American English sounds and speech segmentals and 
suprasegmentals, for improved reading and oral communication, especially listening and 
pronunciation. Recommended for ESL 120, 130, and 140 students with pronunciation 
problems. 

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to: 

A. Speaking 
a. Identify and produce the consonant and vowel sounds of English 
b. Identify and apply phonetic symbols (e.g., I.P .A.) for dictionary use and 

pronunciation 
c. Apply rules of sound-spelling correspondence for correct pronunciation 
d. Assess, with help of instructor, pronunciation strengths and areas for 

improvement 
e. Apply new speech habits to improve pronunciation, including individual 

targeted segmentals (e.g,. the three different sounds for -ed) and 
suprasegmentals (vowel length and pitch rise for stress; pitch changes for 
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basic intonation; and linking/pausing) as well as volume, projection, and 
rate of speaking 

B. Discriminate between similar-sounding sounds, words, or phrases by using 
knowledge of articulation, vowel length, word and sentence stress, intonation, and 
other segmental and suprasegmental clues 

V.CONTENTS 
A. Listening and speaking activities at an appropriate level of reading, vocabulary, 

and grammar for low-intermediate students 
1. Recognition and correct production of segmentals 

a. Problematic consonants, vowels, and diphthongs affecting intelligibility 
i. r, I, x 
ii. final sounds (especially -s and oed) 
iii. inital and [mal consonant clusters (e.g., str-, spl-, -sks) 
iv. diphthongs (requiring coordination of multiple articulators) 

b. Vowel length: discrimination oflong/short vowels 
c. Mouth position: lip shape, tongue shape and position, and jaw position 
d. Voicing: discrimination of voiced and voiceless consonants 

2. Recognition and correct production of suprasegmentals 
a. Appropriate rising and falling intonation 
b. Correct stress in words and sentences 
c. Appropriate phrasing (basic thought groups, pausing, linking) 

3. Identification and correction of own errors 
B. Dictionary use 

1. Dictionary pronunciation keys (e.g. Longman) 
2. Basic sound/symbol practice with phonetic symbols for correct word 

production, including notations for reduction (e.g. interest, chocolate, 
business, where middle vowel is dropped) and linking (e.g. Idl in gradual and 
It! in mutual being pronounced with a different consonant sound because of 
linking to the following lyuI] 

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY 
A. Assigmnents 

1. In-class assigmnents: 
a. Rules of pronunciation and correct articulation of segmentals and 

suprasegmentals by choral and individual imitation of models such as 
instructor, current technology resources, and productive and receptive 
kinesthetic reinforcement (body movements serving as mirrors of stress 
and intonation; silent lip reading for sounds; etc.) 

b. Minimal pair exercises and tongue twisters targeting problem sounds 
c. Exercises for improved breathing and mouth position 
d. Exercises in identifying and applying phonetic symbols for correct word 

production 
e. Sound-spelling correspondence rules in oral readings of unfamiliar words, 

phrases, sentences, and short passages 
f. Pair and small group dialogs, role-plays, and guided discussions 
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g. Fonnal presentation oflanguage-level appropriate dialogs, poems, role 
plays, or brief speeches 

h. Error analysis of problematic pronunciation points 
2. Out-of-class assignments: 

a. Recording (using current technology) of textbook exercises and teacher
generated exercises 

b. Speech evaluation, such as speech journals, error logs, instructor feedback, 
and self-evaluations 

c. Peer evaluation 
d. Rehearsal of speeches, scenes, and dialogs 
e. Listening, pronunciation, and speaking assignments and/or participation in 

pronunciation workshops in the CLAD computer lab and/or resources 
available on the Internet with student interaction (e.g. Voice Thread, 
Voice Board, Insight) and production assessment (e.g. English Central) 

B. Evaluation 
1. Speaking: 

a. Recordings: dialogs and texts for evaluation of pronunciation and vocal 
production of standard American English based on first to last recording 

b. Brief perfonnances of memorized texts targeting problem areas of 
speaking (stress, rhythm, phrasing, basic intonation and linking): dialogs 
and conversations; poems; speeches; role plays 

c. Tests on rules for correct pronunciation of standard American English: 
1. word stress 
2. sentence stress 
3. basic intonation 
4. pausing and linking 
5. correct articulation of sounds 

d. Tests on Identification/application of key phonetic symbols 
2. Listening: 

a. Dictations 
b. Pre- and post-tests to assess improvement in listening and discrimination 

of sounds and other elements of pronunciation: stress, rhythm, phrasing, 
. basic intonation and linking 

c. Comprehensive final examination of rules governing aspects of 
pronunciation, with a listening component to assess students' 
discrimination of similar-sounding segmentals (such as word matching or 
sound identification) and of correct suprasegmentals 

3. Completion of required lab work (15.5 hours) 
C. Textbooks and other instructional materials 

1. Lane, Linda, Focus on Pronunciation 2 (3rd edition), Pearson, Upper Saddle 
River,20l3. 

2. Current technology and resources, e.g. Voice Thread 
3. Concrete visuals, e.g. mirrors, rubber bands, etc. 

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION 
CREDITIDEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards ofTitle 5. Section 55002(a». 
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